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Dr. Gary Busey with Dominus Caseus

“Pray for the best, prepare for the worst — here come the Hobbits”1
- Dr. Gary Busey

§
Hobbitological Logic
First, we will cover the three main logical axioms of Hobbitology. They are as follows:
1. Hobbit isn’t real.
2. Hobbits aren’t human.
3. Anything that isn’t a human is subhuman2.
Conclusion: Therefore, Hobbits are subhuman.
Premise one states the fact that Hobbits are in fact, not real. As you may recall from the
Introduction to Hobbitology, Hobbits were invented by Peter Jackson in his Hobbin’ Tales
series of books3. Thus, they are entirely fictional.
Premise 2 states the obvious: Hobbits are not human. This is because premise 1 is true
by virtue of Hobbits being fictional creatures. The implicit statement in premise 2 is that
Hobbits are fictional. But, within The Hobbin’ Tales universe, it is clear that Hobbits are
another type of hominid -- but not homo sapien, though this has been disputed by some
of the Hobbitological community4
Premise 3 follows from premise 2: since Hobbits aren’t human, and that anything that
isn’t a human is a subhuman then, the conclusion (Hobbits are subhuman) is true.
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https://vimeo.com/channels/buseyzonepromos/48759071
A point of contention among Hobbitological logicians. The self-identified “Hobbit Rights” logicians hold
that just because something is not a human, that it does not automatically mean that it is subhuman. This
opens up different hypothesis’ about Hobbit’s taxonomic classification, and their status compared to homo
sapiens; but tells us nothing new about the verity of Hobbit’s existence.
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Exclusively sold at Hallmark stores. stores.hallmark.com
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See p.2 “Hobbit Theology”
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§
Peter Jackson’s Suicide
Peter Jackson, being a pseudo-Hobbitologist, insisted that Hobbits are real, but his ideas
have since been discredited by leading Hobbitologists5. You may remember that his
alleged ‘archeological research’ was in fact done on an ancient Babylonian waste dump
-— not Middle Earth as Jackson so claimed6.
The field of Hobbitology began to rapidly progress after Jackson’s suicide in the Mojave
Desert. Luckily for Hobbit scholars, a suicide note was found. Here is an excerpt7:
“Oh, the years I have wasted on my farce called Hobbit! I’ve lowered the standards of
humanity and culture forever with the Hobbin’ Tales! The thousands of dollars I made on
the Lord of the Rings movies cannot now save me from my wretched legacy & eternal
humiliation!

§
Hobbitological Theology
Some Hobbit theologians take Gary Busey’s video on Hobbitism as a matter of fact & faith. In
this video, Gary illustrates fantastical & fascinating tales about the supernatural nature of
Hobbit. For example:
“....those Hobbits like to use cockroaches for games. They like to make necklaces out of them.
They like to use cockroaches as hairpieces -— dead in their head — that way they feel like
they’re giving to nature...Hobbits are special. They can see and hear things we can’t hear.
Because Middle Earth has a different kind of electronic spiritual and mental and emotional
energy going through it! So the Hobbits got one up on us on that….”8
If you people out there have had past life regressions, and you feel like you may have been a
Hobbit in a past life -—let me know it! And we’ll speak about Hobbitism.”
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See Some Aphorisms on Hobbitology. 2005. p. 145. Rhymes, Butler
See Introduction to Hobbitology. Busey & Caseus. 2021
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First published here
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Here is a widely accepted theological argument for the existence of Hobbit9:
1.
1.
2.
3.

Hobbit is real
Hobbits are special
They can hear and see things we can’t
Therefore, Hobbit is real

§
Hobbit Anatomy
Hobbit feet are utterly revolting as well as amazingly beautiful10. They have hand-feet similar to
primates. However, unlike primates, Hobbit feet are entirely covered in hair. 11
However, the leading Hobbit biologists only have Jackson’s discredited archaeological research
to go by; i.e., they study preserved samples of alleged hands & feet of so-called ‘Hobbits’, which
Peter Jackson kept in a moldy box in his basement12, and were only discovered after his suicide
in the Mojave Desert in 200513.
The problem however, is that these Hobbit biologists refuse to provide their samples to other
biologists wanting to conduct their own studies to verify the authenticity of their claims14.
There are several lawsuits15 pending regarding possession of the alleged Hobbit remains for
research purposes. Several have been dismissed by higher courts, on the grounds “Hobbit isn’t
real”16. As you would expect, many in the legal profession adhere to traditional Hobbitologist
logic.
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Hobbitological Theology. 2001. Busey, Gary
See Hobbitology & Aesthetics. 2006. Freedman, Roy
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This paragraph is attributed to Hobbit biologist, Janus Caseus. From Repulsion to Beauty: An Unofficial
Hobbin’ Tales Guide to the Secret Biology of Hobbit. 2021
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Which has led to speculation about Jackson being a serial killer
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His suicide is said to be faked, according to a small but vocal minority of individuals calling themselves
“Jackson-Truthers”
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According to sources from Stanford University
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Most famously Stanford University vs. Hibbs
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Widely attributed to the Honorable Judge McGinnins of the Massachusetts Superior Court
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§
Diet
A Hobbit's diet allegedly consists almost entirely of boiled pig-flesh (called swiffle)17 and mashed
grapes. However, during the larvae stage18, they will occasionally supplement their diet with tea
made from eucalyptus leaves19 boiled20 in London Dry Gin21. Other than this tea (known as
yookalgye), Hobbits were not known to consume any other beverages. This perhaps may
account for their bizarre, and often foolish behavior; which sometimes described as “stupido
cazzo pezzi di merda!”22 by Italian readers of Hobbin’ Tales23.
As mentioned in An Introduction to Hobbitology24, Hobbits have been said to partake in the
so-called “pipe-weed”25. This is also suspected to result in their often foolish behavior.
Furthermore, some Hobbitologists have claimed to have found “pipe weed” resin in wooden
pipes in what is believed to be “Middle Earth”26.
There is much debate at what is commonly called “second breakfast” in The Hobbin’ Tales
series. Speculation centers on the eating habits of Jackson himself. In fact, “second breakfast”
was Jackson’s term27 for his second round of binge drinking gin. The “breakfast” part of “second
breakfast”, was that Jackson would crumble up bits of toast into his gin to “aid in absorption”
(Jackson’s words). It is estimated that of the dozens of people who have claimed to have read
all of the Hobbin’ Tales, 53% became chronic gin drinkers28. It was found that those who
engaged in “second breakfast” more than 5 times a week had a 10,000% increase in mortality
rate compared to non-Hobbin Tales readers.
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See A Hobbin’ Tales Cookbook. 1999. Jackson, Peter
See The People’s Biology of Hobbits. 2001. p. 189. Cisneros, Frank & Higgins, Cathleine
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Oddly enough, eucalyptus leaves were among the the samples collected in Jackson’s moldy boxes. It
may have been possible that he had come up with this idea when writing A Hobbin’ Tales Cookbook, and
later purchased some eucalyptus leaves from a Big Lots in Hesperia, California, in an effort to legitimize
his falsified research.
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The boiling point of ethanol or grain alcohol (C2H5OH) at atmospheric pressure (14.7 psia, 1 bar
absolute) is 173.1 F (78.37 C). However, since the Shire’s atmospheric pressure hovers around 101.6
psia, the temperatures needed to boil off the alcohol in the gin could not have possibly been reached —
which implies that yookalye likely contained a high percentage of ethyl alcohol.
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Curiously enough, this was Jackson’s beverage of choice. He reportedly drank up to 5 litres before
“second breakfast”, as he called it.
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In English: “Stupid fucking pieces of shit”
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Translated by Ligetti, Giovanni. 2021
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Busey & Caseus. 2021
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Now thought to be related to the cannabis indica plant native to the Hindu Kush mountain range
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According to most Hobbitologists, Middle Earth doesn’t exist. This is because to Hobbit logicians,
“Hobbit isn’t real” is the conclusion of their axiomatic logic.
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As described in his full suicide note
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A cross sectional study & socio-cultural analysis of Hobbin’ Tales readers. Published in the journal New
Psychology in April 2019. Gerald, Jerry & Beatrice, Franklin

§
Sexuality
“You know that those Hobbits are coming from somewhere — from birth. You can’t tell the girls
from the boys — which must making it exciting for them! You have to check for their male or
female apparatus, and see what it says: girl or boy”29
-Dr. Gary Busey

All of what is known about Hobbit sexuality comes from Jackson himself, in a chapter in the
Hobbin’ Tales book named “The Shire Hole”. The chapter tells of a Hobbit named Ori (a virgin)
in his quest to ‘penetrate’, as it were, the secret location of the Hobbit Brothel; or as it was called
— the Shire Hole30. Ori soon locates the brothel, which is hidden in a secret Hobbit-hole near
the Shire’s waste dump. What he found inside were a dozen or so deliciously voluptuous
Hobbits; Hobbits which he suspected ranged from nearabouts ten to fifty eight “Hobbit years”31
of age. Naturally, Ori had a fetish for the older Hobbit women. When he chose one to fuck, they
went up to the prostitute’s room. You may recall that in Introduction to Hobbitology, that Ori’s
Ring was coveted because of its masturbatory enhancement properties. It was also said to glow
red when near Hobbit Brothels within a 5,000 kilometer radius. His prostitute, named Hairy’etta,
soon learned that Ori possessed the auspicious ring. She planned on stealing it, in order to use
on her clientele, which would surely turn her into the most popular Whore in all the Shire. So
while Ori was undoing his faeces covered trousers, Hairy’etta noticed the ring dangling from his
neck on a chain. Just when Ori’s “apparatus”32 was being liberated from his disgusting trousers,
Hairy’etta ripped the necklace from his neck, breaking it, and retrieving the ring for herself. Ori
was nonplussed; that is, he just wanted to stick his apparatus into a Hobbit Whore at least once
in his life. In fact, he had saved up for 5 years at his landscaping job just to be able to afford the
most worthless & wretched prostitute the Shire had to offer.
She then spit in Ori’s face, causing him to ejaculate furiously — and off an away she went with
her Ring, to foreign landes, it is said...
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See footnote 1

Also the name Jackson gave his domicile
See the Hobbit Calendar, in the appendix to Hobbin’ Tales 3: Ori’s Ring
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Dr. Gary Busey’s term for Hobbit genitalia
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§
Pets
Despite outcry from Hobbit Rights activists33, Peter Jackson is said to have kept several
“Hobbits” (Jackson’s words) in his cellar34. He insisted that these were his “pets”, but Hobbit
Rights activists have claimed that Jackson’s Hobbits were functionally used as slaves; most
often used to conduct repairs on Jacksons’ domicile — his “Shire Hole”, as he called it, and to
prepare him his second breakfast, daily. According to Hobbit logicians, who hold “Hobbit isn’t
real”, claim that Jackson did not keep actual Hobbits, but rather, small children he adopted
through the foster care system35. He was said to have dressed them 36 as “disgusting, foul, and
depraved creatures”37, and told his neighbors and guests that they were in fact, Hobbits, and
that he kept them as “pets”.

§
Conclusion
Hobbit isn’t real.
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See the New York Times article: Hobbit rights activists surround Peter Jackson’s Shire Hole. July 8,
2009.
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According to certain neighbors of Jackson
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Jackson’s neighbors have since claimed they have not seen his “Hobbits” in the months following
Jackson’s suicide.
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Several faeces smeared cloaks were found in Jackson’s basement, which has led to speculation that
these were in fact the clothes of his alleged “Hobbits”.
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According to Jackson’s suicide note
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